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Sighted on and over an existing light-rail transit line and 

CPR rail line, Rails Bistro is intended to transform its’ 

surrounding neighbourhood by increasing connectivity 

across the community that is currently segregated by the 

bifurcating rail lines that are accompanied with a six foot 

high chain link fence.  The restaurant is intended to act 

as a minor transportation node, creating a space where 

shelter and protection can be sought while waiting for 

the next train.  The roof form that extends to reach the 

ground is intended to block harsh western winds during 

the winter while the massing of the building and of the 

roof is intended to pronounce the communal connection.  

The restaurant is based on a fresh food style kitchen with 

a community bar that is situated to provide oversight 

and a visual connection to the adjacent platform. 

rails bistro & train station
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Ground Level

Middle Level

Upper Level

Urban Habitat seeks to transform an existing parking 

infrastructure within the periphery of Calgary’s 

downtown core in hopes of reinvigorating the 

surrounding neighbourhood.  The project intends to 

uncover latent potential within the underutilized space 

of one of Calgary’s major parking structures in hopes 

that its alteration can act as a template for other parking 

structures across the city. 

Combined with a series of pre-manufactured 

components, Urban Habitat intends to transform the 

dead surfaces of the existing parking garage into one 

that would populate the street edge.  As the project 

would develop, each additional component has the 

potential to slowly add to the aggregate whole of the 

initial project allowing the parking structure to slowly 

transform and evolve into a community.

urban habitat insert
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Prefabricated Component Assembly

South Elevation

Unit Plans

1. Alter existing structure 2. Insert shear and structural walls 3. Install major components 4. Completed unit

Loft A:  One Bedroom Loft B: Two Bedroom Loft C: Three Bedroom

Built Result
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Starting with flat stock material, shelter 

explores how planar  building elements 

can be altered, arranged and amalgamated 

to create curvilinear forms that provide a 

function to its users while responding to the 

elements within its surroundings.  Through 

the utilization of parametric software and 

points of attraction, each piece can be tuned 

to respond directly to its environment in which 

it will be placed.  As realized, the structure 

provides three distinct spatial experiences; 

completely enclosed and protected in the tail; 

partially protected, with the exterior tips of the 

structure curving inwards at the midpoint for 

additional protection;  and highly exposed at 

its peak, with limited protection.  Responding 

to their climate, the structure can be tuned 

in dry climates to function as a rain catcher, 

funneling water to its central trunk, while in 

sunny climates, the apertures can be altered to 

block out unwanted solar exposure.

parametric shelter
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First Floor

Structural Rationalization & Panel Layout

Second Floor Accessible Roof

The First Nations Contemporary Archive 

explores the modern relationship between 

community, heritage and culture by acting as a 

beacon in the soon to be developed west village. 

Through blending, wrapping and folding 

spaces, materials and form, the project intends 

to develop opportunities within the greater 

cultural and physical environment to develop 

meaningful experiences for current and future 

generations.  

The project was designed as part of the second 

year comprehensive studio in which my partner 

(Ryan Schwartz) and I worked intensively for 

four months.  

The project’s facade combines manual and 

digital techniques where a paint splatter 

pattern was first painted onto a physical 

medium, digitized and further punched in 

digital space bridging the hand and technical 

possibility of mass customization .

first nations contemporary archive
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Section at Stairs

Site Plan

Atrium Stairs Atrium Gallery Physical Model: Skin - Glass Physical Model: Skin - Skin

Section at Cantilever

Skin & Building Connection Details
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1:50 Physical Model

Theatre

Main Boulevard Landscape Lighting Raised Floor & Skin Detail

Digital Structural Model
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First Floor

Second Floor

Based on the existing British Columbia Institute 

of Technology’s Recreation Centre, the Rec-

Centre Expansion project proposes a drastic 

renovation, revitalization and expansion to the 

current building program.  The project intends 

to address the campus’s need to provided a 

larger modernized facility in an effort to meet 

the current student population’s needs.  The 

project also recognizes and intends to improve 

the campus’s poor public realm and student 

culture by providing places for students to 

congregate and interact spontaneously with 

an emphasis on athletics and athletic-study 

interaction.  The project utilizes a large ramp 

that functions as a terraced study space with 

private study rooms below, while the ramp acts 

to connect the exterior grade with the interior 

functions of the gym. 

bcit rec-centre expansion

1. Main Entry
2. Climbing Wall
3. Juice Bar
4. Public Washrooms
5. Private Study Booths
6. Lounge/Study Area
7. Second Entry
8. Reception & Offices
9. Circulation Atrium
10. Existing Gym
11. Existing Lobby
12. Existing Rec Facility
13. Men’s Changeroom

14. Women’s Changeroom
15. Mechanical Room
16. Squash Courts 
17. Weight Room
18. Gym Storage
19. Third Entry
20. Fourth Entry
21. Study Lounges
22. Multi-purpose Room 1
23. Multi-purpose Room 2
24. Meditation Room
25. Trainers Offices
26. Cardio Mezzanine

Programme Spaces

Seasonal Elevation Studies
South Facade

Circulation Atrium

Front Desk & Study Lounge

Second Floor Study Lounge

Wall Detail
South Facade

CORTEN STEEL
PLYWOOD

STRUCTURAL HSS FRAME
STEEL STUD

FIBRE BOARD
PEEL & STICK VAPOUR RETARDER

SBS ROOFING
ROOT BARRIER & DRAINAGE CLOTH

CORTEN FLASHING W/ STAINLESS 
STEEL COUNTER FLASHING

SLOPED CORTEN STEEL 
SOFFIT TO FORM DRIP EDGE

DDC CONTROLLED WINDOW

STAINLESS STEEL CABLE
SUPPORTING SUN SHADE

BLACK CONCRETE 
TRENCH DRAIN W/ GRILL

CONCRETE SLAB
RADIANT IN-SLAB HEATING
VAPOUR RETARDER
INSULATION
CONCRETE SLAB
SAND 
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ROOF ASSEMBLY
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CLIMBING WALL W/ 
CURTAIN WALL GLAZING

GREEN ROOFING 
(INCREASES OVERALL 
STRUCTURAL LOAD)

CLIMBING WALL STEEL 
STRUCTURE W/ SEISMIC 
CROSS-BRACING

ROOF BEAMS & PURLIN SYSTEM 
INCLUDING FULL HEIGHT 
COLUMNS SUPPORTING 
DOUBLE HEIGHT SPACE ROOFS

3-WALL SHEAR SYSTEM W/
CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB 
ACTING AS THIRD WALL

SECOND LEVEL BEAM & 
PURLIN SYSTEM INCLUDING 
SINGLE STOREY COLUMNS 
SUPPORTING SECOND FLOOR

PERPENDICULAR WALLS FOR 
3-WALL SEISMIC SYSTEM

1/3 SOLID GYM WALLS FOR SHEAR 
RESTRAINT ON RETAINED EXISTING 
GYM STRUCTURE

RETAINED EXISTING STRUCTURE 
& PROGRAMME SPACES

Cascading Study Lounges

Multi-purpose Room Facade

Meditation Room

South Facade

Exploded Structural Diagram

Main Atrium
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Proposed Knowledge & Innovation Master Plan Viaduct Breezeway

8O8 PrintScape

Foodie Factory

Circuit Loop

Tower Sustainability Strategies

Perimeter Blocks Micro Blocks Ring Blocks Viaduct

Proposed as the Knowledge and Innovation Master 

Plan, the project is conceived as an extension of 

the city of Barcelona’s plan to realize Glòries and 

the adjacent 22@ district as an area focused on 

knowledge-based activities.  The proposed Glòries 

Master Plan would be created through innovation 

by means of intersecting and overlapping space 

and subsequently diverse user groups.   Integral to 

the process of developing the master plan within a 

group of three, studio research further explored the 

master plan by developing three building masses it 

proposed.  The buildings were Circuit Loop by Jose 

Trinidad, Foodie Factory by Jacqueline Tran and 

8O8 PrintScape by myself, Erik van der Putten.  

8O8 PrintScape was conceived to test the master plan 

while embracing the broader concept of knowledge 

and innovation central to the proposed master plan.

barcelona master plan 
& 808 print scape

Viaduct Landscaping

AT DEMOLISHED OFF-RAMPS THROUGH BUILDINGSBETWEEN BUILDINGS

SELF SHADING WATER COLLECTION WIND POWER SOLAR POWER
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Ground floor:  +0.00m Second floor:  +5.00m Third floor:  +9.45m

Master Plan Footprint One-Bedroom UnitsDouble Helix Stair Footprint Bachelor UnitsDouble Helix Stairs Bedroom & Office UnitsCore & Helical Stairs Lookout & Balcony UnitsCommercial Units Wind TurbinesTwo-Bedroom Units Tower Massing

Tower Massing

Podium Floor Plans

Office Bedroom Balcony LookoutBachelor

Units Plans & Sections

One BedroomTwo Bedroom

North East Elevation at Micro Blocks

North Elevation at Entry

South Elevation at Ring Entry

North-east Elevation at Tower
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The Sewn Joint House Tenon & Mortise is a 

culmination of research to try and develop a landfill-

divertible residential building system.  Currently, 

the two greatest challenges to diverting demolition 

waste is the high cost of labour required to separate 

dissimilar building materials from each other and 

the use of toxic adhesives.  The Sewn Joint House TM 

responds to this challenge by using mortise & tenon 

joints to eliminate nails in the assembly of wood 

frame walls and floors and by using sewn connections 

to attach other building elements together.  Through 

the geometry of the joint and by moving disassembly 

labour upstream to the construction phase by 

harnessing CNC and other robotic technologies, this 

new construction methodology creates opportunities 

to unlock the potentialities inherent within the wood 

frame wall and the orthogonal geometries it has 

been limited to.

sewn joint house TM

Innovation 
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CO2 +

Alternatives 
Available

CO2 +

Performance 
Improvement

CO2 +

Advanced 
Technology

CO2 +
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Labour 
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CO2 +

Life-Cycle 
Improvement

CO2 +
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Capturing

CO2 +

Sourced 
Locally

CO2 +

Divert ibi l i ty  Performance Criter ia

Divertability in Wood Frame Construction

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
 

 

renew[able] contemporary uses of wood

proposition

an alternative approach
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg

types of connectors & attachment methods

perspective & elevational diagrams

redwood video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb_YNZn_kaQhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIi7IySOBiQ

logging on rivers modern saw mill
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2013/s3887651.htm

historic & modern saw milling process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUTTmtLKD2g

shake table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc652Zp5qWk

Canadian softwood 

lumber prices

board feet 

measurement

wood framed walls
[dys] Assembly studio

Exterior wood sheathing 
is recyclable when 
separated

Interior Gypsum Board 
can be recycled when 
separated

Wood Framing & Nails 
are recyclable when 
separated

Exterior wood sheathing 
is recyclable

Interior Gypsum Board 
is not recyclable

Wood Framing & Nails 
are recyclable

This assembly could be
pre-manufacture in a ‘all-wood’ 
materially recyclable way that 
maintains construction 
flexibility

Wood Framing & Nails 
are recyclable
Wood Framing & Nails 
are recyclable
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are 100% Recyclable
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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historic & modern saw milling process
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shake table
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wood framed walls
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Nails & Wood in Framing Recyclability of Wall Covering Sheets Potentials for Alternative Attachment Methods

what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 
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what does DIVERTABLE  mean?

[dys] Assembly studio
The Wood Framed Wall has helped to 
standardized the method of constructing homes 
en masse for Canadians.  The methodology of 
constructing a wood frame wall and wood frame 
construction has changed little in the last 100 
years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a 
per-determined length (or precut wood is 
delivered) and then assembled by 
framers/carpenters based on a set of 
predetermined construction documents.  

Wood, Wood Framed Walls and wood frame 
construction are the base materials for the 
majority of homes in Canada.  It is a cheap, 
affordable, customizable, flexible, and a locally 
available building product whose technology is 
well understood.  How can we bring the 
technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st 
century?  What new technologies can be 
combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is 
sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

c o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  a  b u i l d i n g  c o m p o n e n t

What is it  
How is it described

How is it photographed
How is it written about

How is it graphically described via diagrams
What parts does it consist of 

How is it used

Why is it Used

What is it made of 

How is it made

How is it priced

What kind of performance does it promise

What opinions do people have about it

How much of it is out there

What does its life cycle look like
What other things does it need to connect 

with in order to works as designed

And what needs to happen in order for it to 
form connections with those things

What else is important to know 
about it as it currently is used

Why is it needed

What is needed of it

Prefabricated Construction

On-site Construction

reduce
reuse
recycle
refuse
redesign
renew[able]

3 R’s.
4 R’s.
5 R’s.
6 R’s.

·[verb] to change the direction or use of (something)
·[intransitive verb] to turn aside/deviate 
·[transitive verb] to turn from one course to use to another: deflect 

origin:
·middle english: from Middle French & Latin: Middle 
French divertir, from Latin divertere: to turn in opposite 
directions, from dis- vertere to turn

synonyms:
·disport, amuse, entertain, regale, solace

related words:
·absorb, busy, distract, engage, engross, immerse, 
interest, involve, occupy; 
·beguile, bewitch, captivate, charm, delight, enchant, 
enthrall (or enthral), fascinate; 
·grip, hypnotize, intrigue, mesmerize; 
coddle, gratify, humor, indulge, mollycoddle, pamper, 
·please, pleasure, spoil; 
·appease, comfort, conciliate, console, content, 
mollify, oblige, pacify, placate, propitiate, soothe

·[adjective] having the power, skill, money etc. that is needed to do something
·not prevent from doing something: having the freedom or opportunity to do something

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/

Sawn Wood
 Lumber
 Studs
 PET Studs
 Floor Joists
 Celing Joists
 Roof Rafters
 Heavy Timber 

Panel Products
 OSB
 Plywood
 MDF
 HDF

Structural Composite
 Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
 Glue Laminated Lumber (Glulam)
 I-Joist (Lumber or LVL + OSB or Plywood)
 Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL)
 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
 Oriented Strand Lumber (OSL)
 Parallel Strand Lumber (PSL)

Treated Wood
 Waterborne inorganic compounds 
 Creosote

Assemblies 
 Platformed Framed Walls
 Balloon Framed Wall
 Sub-floors
 Trusses
 Structural Diagrids

Connections
 Adhesives
 Bolts
 Framing Connectors
 Glulam Rivets
 Hangers and Plates
 Lag Screws
 Materials
 Screws
 Shanks and Points
 Split Rings & Shear Plates
 Timber Joinery
 Nails
 Washers and Side Plates
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the framed wooden wall [load bearing & non-load bearing]

·An assemblage of small wooden elements arranged to form rectilinear structural squares.

·wikipedia describes the Framing as “the fitting together of pieces to find a structure support and shape” 

·wikipedia describes Walls in relation to Framing as “the vertical and horizontal members of exterior walls and 

interior partitions, both of bearing walls and non-bearing”

 

· In literature Wood Framed walls are discussed in a variety of ways.   Most often, the wall is described within 

a process that includes instruction on how to construct a wall.  It is also often described as a skeleton, in which 

the framed wall is described by a diagram that explains the different parts of the assembly.  Framing is 

sometimes historically discussed as a method of construction where the framed component is assembled by 

joining smaller pieces of milled wood.  This is often contrasted with traditional building methods of the first 

post or pole type structures within the americas.  sources: inehomebuilding.com / wikihow.com / cwc.ca / 

woodbywy.com

 

·Vertical and horizontal wood members, typically a continuous horizontal bottom plate in which vertical 

members of a specific length are attached and spaced a specific distance apart, that are connected at the 

other end with two layers of a continuous top plate.

·Partition: between the interior and exterior or between spaces as load-bearing or non-load bearing // 

Alterable Assembly: accepting inserts such as electrical boxes, piping, windows, doors, ventilation // Surface 

for Mounting: exterior cladding & finishes, exterior furnishings, interior finishes, interior furnishings   // 

Building Envelope Surface or Structure: Thermal Barrier (contained/mounted), Vapour Barrier (mounted) 

Moisture Barrier (mounted) // Structural Support: roof dead & live loads, floors dead load & live load, wind 

loading, seismic loading,

· Plentiful in Canada & North America (renewable material), economical (industries are geared towards 

manufacturing & distributing its core elements), traditional (well understood way to create walls within a 

building),

·Two material types: Wood - usually 2x4’s or 2x6’s, finger-jointed lumber, vertically oriented I-joists, or 

Laminated Strand Lumber (LSL), Fastening Devices - Typically nails, sometimes screws, glue, bolts, wooden 

connections.

·1. Raw resources (wood) is collected (logged) and the collection area is repaired / replanted 2. the material is 

refined (milled & dried), 3. The product (wood) is shipped to local distributors 4. the product is assembled 

with fasteners by labourers on-site

·A Framed wall is based on a component of labour & materials.  Wood is priced in Board Feet  (1” x 12” x 12”), 

and varies depending on the size (1x2 vs 2x2 etc) and length. Labour is typically priced per hour per 

qualification (Framer / Carpenter / Finishing Carpenter x Apprentice/Journeyman

·When detailed properly wood structures can last hundred of years with the oldest wooden structure in 

existence dating to around 607 AD (Hōryū Gakumonji  in the Nara Prefecture in Japan).  As a natural product, 

wood is susceptible to moisture damage, fungi damage and insect damage.

·Wood itself is seen as the lifeblood for many small Canadian communities whose main economic drivers is 

forestry.  It is also seen as distinctly Canadian industrial past time. Wood framed construction is often 

regarded as a less permanent type of construction technology when compared with masonry and steel 

construction. The CMHC regards wood construction as follows;

fast and easy to build and renovate; // durable; // built from a renewable resource; //  a natural insulator that is 

easy to insulate to minimize heating and cooling costs; // strong, light and flexible using basic tools and 

fasteners; // easily tailored to the range of wind and snow loads found throughout Canada //  easily reinforced 

to withstand extreme wind and earthquake loads; //  adaptable to all climates ranging from hot and humid to 

extremely cold climates // able to meet or exceed code-established levels of fire safety and sound control.

·Wood: Canada has 10% of the worlds forests, 397.3 million hectares (ha) of forest, other wooded land and 

other land with tree cove, spruce (53.2 percent), poplar (11.6 percent) and pine (9.3 percent)

 

·A wood framed wall is an assembly of smaller components which connects to other assemblies to form the 

shell of a wood-framed building.  Typically, wood framed walls are attached to a sub-floor or slab at the bottom 

and a sub-floor or roof at the top.  At corners, they are attached to other framed walls and are often 

intersected with other walls, typically in a perpendicular fashion.

·Wood framed walls are attached using various fasteners, straps and ties.  Often, after walls are sheathed, 

they are attached to roofs or sub-floors for structural purposes (seismic reinforcing, shear reinforcing etc)

 

·As a standardized method of constructing homes, the process of constructing a wood frame wall and wood 

frame construction has changed little in the last 100 years.  Wood is delivered to site, cut to a predetermined 

length (or precut wood is delivered) and then assembled by framers/carpenters based on a set of 

pre-determined construction documents. 

·Wood frame walls and wood frame construction are the base materials for the majority of homes in Canada.  

It is a cheap, affordable, customizable, flexible, locally available building product whose technology is well 

understood.

·How can we bring the technology of the wood framed wall in the 21st century?  What new technologies can 

be combined to alter the way the wood framed wall is sourced, produced, manufactured and reused.

How does it add simplicity to projects?

Producible Complexities?

Concern in Produced Efficiencies?

Self problems & challenges it generates?

Impact on building’s divertability? 

How can it be changed or used differently to 
improve its own divertability or the 

divertability of the construct in which it is a 
part?

What else is important to know about it as it 
could potentially be used?

·Wood Frame Walls are orthagonal as is much of the components systems that fit into a house. 

·As a component system where the components are easily modifiable, it allows infinite orthoganal 

configurations.  However, it fights curvilenear configurations (arced walls).  There are exceptions to this type 

of geometry such as geodesic domes, hyperbolic paraboloids, ‘gherkins’ etc.

·Ease of fabrication, quickness in fabrication, simple method of assembly.

·Generates a system of construction that produces typoligcally consistent buildings.  The construction 

methodlogy perpetuates the developer-architect-contractor relationship within multi-family wood frame 

construction, developer subdivisions etc.

·The ease of divertabilitiy relys on the ability of a construction system to be separated into its constituent 

parts.  Wood as well as its metal fasteners are recyclable.  However, they must be separated manually which is 

a challenge.  Attachment of finishes to the framed wall is an additional challenge during construction as the 

interior of framed wall needs to be accessed to install M&E systems.  Additionally metal fasters are used to 

attach both the interior and exterior finishes.

· Frame Assembly: An alternative way to assemble a frame along with the inherent structural members; 

headers, king studs, jack studs, windows, etc. possibly through pre-determined wooden member layout using 

Japanese joinery and bio-degradeable & bio-friendly adhesives to attach members together.

·What attaches to the frame:  Finding an alternative approach to fastening objects and materials (interior and 

exterior sheathing) that excludees objects which are a barrier to recycling.  Sewing sheathing to studs, 

bio-degradable rivits, wooden nails or other possibilities.

·Find an alternative way to create an economical wood based building system for residential construction, 

Metal Panel Systems, SIP Panel Systems, CLT Systems, etc.

·How much of the system needs to be pre-fabricated?  To what extent can a wall be pre-fabricated and still 

allow for flexibility?

eye level, documentation photos, 
often close  up & detailed descriptive 

http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/13309

http://www.realoutdoorliving.com/img/carbon-cycle.jpg

types of connectors & attachment methods

perspective & elevational diagrams

redwood video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb_YNZn_kaQhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIi7IySOBiQ

logging on rivers modern saw mill
http://www.abc.net.au/landline/content/2013/s3887651.htm

historic & modern saw milling process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUTTmtLKD2g

shake table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc652Zp5qWk

Canadian softwood 

lumber prices

board feet 

measurement

wood framed walls
[dys] Assembly studio
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Exploded Wall Assembly Diagram
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The Wrap House: Southeast Perspective
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Disassembly Diagram
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Assembly Diagram
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The Torqued House: North Facade
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